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- **Dynamic Data**
  - Format
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  - Encoding
  - Encryption
  - Representation
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- Any technique that attempts to defend a system and increase the complexity of cyber attacks by making the system less homogeneous, static, or deterministic
- Dynamic Data
- Dynamic Software
- **Dynamic Runtime Environment**
  - **Address Space Randomization**
    - Code
    - Libraries
    - Stack/heap
    - Functions
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- Any technique that attempts to defend a system and increase the complexity of cyber attacks by making the system less homogeneous, static, or deterministic
- Dynamic Data
- Dynamic Software
- Dynamic Runtime Environment
  - Address Space Randomization
  - Instruction Set Randomization
    - Interface presented by the operating system
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Moving-Targets

- Dynamic Runtime Environment
  - Address Space Randomization
  - Instruction Set Randomization

- Dynamic Platforms
  - OS version
  - CPU architecture
  - OS instance
  - Platform data format
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Moving-Targets

- Dynamic Runtime Environment
  - Address Space Randomization
  - Instruction Set Randomization
- Dynamic Platforms
- Dynamic Networks
  - Protocols
  - Addresses
WEAKNESSES

- Overcome Movement
- Predict Movement
- Limit Movement
- Disable Movement
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